INDONESIA

“By happiness I mean here a deep sense of flourishing that arises from
an exceptionally healthy mind. This is not a mere pleasurable feeling, a fleeting emotion, or a mood, but an optimal state of being.”

- Matthieu Ricard -
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REVĪVŌ WELLNESS RESORTS

REVĪVŌ MEANING: /re’wi:.wo:/ “I’ll live again” in Latin
f rom the verb revivere.
REVĪVŌ Wellness Resorts brings together the ultimate
health and wellness experiences in luxurious
surroundings around the world.
Our resorts aim to soothe the spirit, rejuvenate the
body and enrich the mind. Our unique REVĪVŌ Method
takes our guests on a journey of self-discovery while
incorporating yoga, Pilates, meditation, superlative
spa treatments, and a personalised food menu based
on guests’ nutritional needs.
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A MEANINGFUL BRAND
PROPOSITION
Working around the idea of rebirth, as a new way to look at the
world, our brand name REVĪVŌ means “I’ll live again” in Latin.

A LIFE CHANGING EXPERIENCE

HOW IS REVĪVŌ UNIQUE?

Our mission is to provide beautiful, safe, and supportive
environments to encourage and help our guests enrich their
lives by guiding them on a journey to self-discovery, healing,
and ultimately, towards mind-body harmony and happiness.

A CONSISTENT OBJECTIVE

Our vision is to become an internationally renowned wellness
brand known for facilitating personalised and transformative
retreat

experiences

whilst

positively

supporting

local

communities and partaking in regenerative practices, in the
hope to create a healthier future.
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A COMMITMENT TO
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
We are committed to making today’s and tomorrow’s
world more sustainable and signif icantly reducing our
enviromental impact through green best practices. The
core elements revolve around reducing waste, saving
energy, and cutting down on water usage. We recognise
the importance of safer products for our guests and
employees, as well as the environment.

OUR TEAM
Our coaches, therapists, and movement specialists are
all trained in our transformational REVĪVŌ Method, and
we ensure every guest will be guided and cared for with
compassion and understanding. We employ only those
candidates

who

exemplify

excellence,

kindness,

and

authenticity and who are dedicated to helping make a
positive difference in people’s lives.

MINDFUL IMMERSIONS
Each property offers unique immersions lending guests an
opportunity to create lasting changes in different aspects
of their life. At the core of our REVĪVŌ method is awareness
and activation of the mind-body connection. This method
can be integrated into any immersion we offer, allowing
those interested in delving deeper into mindful principles
and practices to do so.
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Develop the skills needed to find
inner peace and lasting happiness.
REVĪVŌ’s eco-luxury, sustainable wellness retreats are genuinely lifechanging. We have designed a powerful transformational method
that leads you down a path to authentic self-discovery. This technique
lends itself to anyone wanting to cultivate a deeper relationship with
themselves and ultimately transform the inner workings of their mind.
Combined with spa therapies, movement classes, sleeping rituals,
and nutrition, our fully bespoke retreat experiences are guaranteed
to leave our guests feeling ref reshed and renewed on all levels.
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THE REVĪVŌ JOURNEY
REMISSIŌ - MOVEŌ - NŪTRIŌ - NOCTURNŌ

REMISSIŌ

REVĪVŌ’s

holistic

combines

masterful
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REMISSIŌ,

rooms,

hydro-therapies

including hot and cold plunge pools,

treatments

steam room, sauna, and nail bar. With

to nurture the body and help achieve

a focus on skin health, we ensure we’re

overall well-being and balance. Our SPA’s

using only the highest quality natural

are a quiet haven comprised of luxurious

ingredients tailored for your skin type.

advanced

techniques

treatment

and

highly
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skincare
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MOVEŌ

Our MOVEŌ fitness centers boast a large

changes require support, perseverance, and

yoga room for up to 20 people, a well-

a receptive body. MOVEŌ’s active classes

equipped gym, a lap pool for aqua workouts,

blend numerous training techniques and

a landscaped park for outdoor exercises,

therapeutic practices offering private and

and most importantly, a wellness coach to

small group classes to cultivate physical,

assist our guests with any goals they may

mental, and emotional well-being.

have their heart set on. We believe lifestyle
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NŪTRIŌ

NŪTRIŌ is the food and beverage concept

We believe in serving food as close to its

at REVĪVŌ, which includes a restaurant:

natural state as possible. Our mission is

“Nū”, a botanic Bar: “Tri”, and a library

to sharpen and delight taste buds with

lounge: “Ō”. Each aspect revolves around

wholesome organic food that continuously

a simple philosophy – f resh, wholesome,

supports health and wellbeing.

organic and balanced.
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NOCTURNŌ

At REVĪVŌ, we take sleep very seriously, which

podcasts to help guests feel more relaxed

is why it’s one of the vital foundations of your

to drift naturally off to sleep. Each room has

stay. From sleep butlers to foods conducive

a Breath Lux Light, designed by Lena Saleh.

for sleep and in-room sleep amenities and

The lamp has different lighting modes, from

spa treatments, we leave no stone unturned

soft amber at night to stimulating blue

when it comes to ensuring our guests discover

light in the morning. These lighting modes

the best night’s sleep possible – after all, sleep

encourage a better sleep routine and can be

is the gateway to wellness. In-room options

used alongside guided breathing exercises

include carefully selected music, books, and

and evening mediations.
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REVIVO’S RETREAT PROGRAM
EXAMPLE

ARRIVAL DAY

Airport pick up

DAY 2 ONWARDS

DEPARTURE DAY

Rise and Shine Morning

Rise and Shine Morning

Mindfulness practice

Mindfulness practice

NŪTRIŌ Healing Shots

NŪTRIŌ Healing Shots

Morning Walk

MOVEŌ Morning Class

NŪTRIŌ Breakfast

NŪTRIŌ Breakfast

MOVEŌ Class

Evaluation and Debrief of

Welcome drink upon arrival
and check-in at REVĪVŌ
Wellness Resort
Arrival Consultation with your
Wellness Coach and skin
analysis
REMISSIŌ Spa Treatment

Future Goals
Daily creative group workshop

NŪTRIŌ Dinner

Airport drop off
NŪTRIŌ Lunch
Hydrotherapy
REMISSIŌ Spa Treatment
NŪTRIŌ Dinner
Evening Ritual
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REVĪVŌ WELLNESS RESORT,
NUSA DUA, BALI
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REVĪVŌ WELLNESS RESORT,
NUSA DUA, BALI

Nestled amidst the breezy hills of Nusa Dua in south Bali,
REVĪVŌ Wellness Resort is spread across 3 hectares of teak
tree forest, surrounded by dense tropical rainforest and
the Indian ocean. REVĪVŌ’s lush enclave opened in April
2018 and is comprised of 16 Balinese-style luxury suites and
villas, a nutritious gourmet restaurant, a bar, pool cabanas,
as well as best-in-class f itness and spa facilities.
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BALI WELLNESS RETREATS
We do not believe in quick f ixes. We believe in educating
and facilitating transformational techniques that are
guaranteed to fundamentally change you to the core
when consistently practiced over time.
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DE-STRESS & RELAX

Focuses on current lifestyle and main stressors. Of fers
practical tools/techniques to better manage and negate the
ef fects of stress

IMMUNE RE-SET

Focuses on creating and maintaining eco-diversity in the gut
(the core of the immune system) using fasting techniques
with nutritional support alongside mindfulness practices
including breathwork.

MINDFULNESS & EMOTIONAL
BALANCE

Geared towards bringing awareness to the inner workings
of the mind, f inding stillness in chaos and helping one off
the rollercoaster of emotional turmoil. 		
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SLEEP WELL

Healthy quality sleep is one of the most important aspects
of maintaining and achieving a healthy body and mind. Our
Sleep Well retreat works to address underlying imbalances that
contribute to sleep disruption.

LONGEVITY & ANTI-AGEING

Offers a wide range of holistic activities and protocols all
designed to improve both the inner and outer landscapes of
the body. Focus on easing pain/stiff ness, mental clarity/focus
and skin health.

DETOX, WEIGHT LOSS &
RE-SHAPING

Designed for those wanting to detox and either lose weight
and/or target specif ic areas of concern. This retreat is sure to
leave one feeling energised, lighter and full of vitality.
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REVĪVŌ WEDDINGS
& EVENTS
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YOUR WEDDING VENUE

REVĪVŌ’s team will ensure your wedding
is as you imagined and stress-f ree.
Focusing our attention on the smallest
details, we will translate your vision of
the perfect wedding into a spectacular
event. Reserve the entire resort or

simply book rooms as needed to share
this delightful experience with your
guests. Allow us to pamper you with
all of our attention on this special day
as we work to create an unforgettable
wedding.
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HOST YOUR OWN RETREAT
OR PRIVATE EVENT
For private group retreats, corporate team
building, or venue hire, our yoga studio
and meditation room can be converted
into a meeting or retreat space as needed.

Our areas can comfortably seat up to
40 people. Our team of dedicated event
specialists will ensure you have a bespoke
event suited to your requirements.
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WWW.REVIVORESORTS.COM

